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Incarcerated by the Communist regime in Yugoslavia for five arduous years, Alija Izetbegovic
penned these treasured philosophical reflections on diverse topics such as freedom, politics,
history, religion and morality.Confined to his cell in Foča Prison, Sarajevo, he filled thirteen
notebooks with these wonderful pearls of wisdom and managed to smuggle them out with the
help of a fellow inmate. These notes are now presented for the first time as part of a series.Notes
from Prison is Alija Izetbegovic’s spiritual escape to freedom and makes for an outstandingly
unique read, both in form and content.

About the AuthorClaire Hughes is an online retail expert, marketing geek and third generation
entrepreneur. After working with big brands like AOL and McAfee, she changed focus to work
with creative start-ups and has since helped hundreds harness the potential of the internet to
grow a successful business. She regularly writes for US blog Handmade Success, and has been
featured in Craftseller and Mollie Makes magazines. She is also a regular instructor for The
Design Trust, Folksy and the Creative University.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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—21ForewordBY SHARIF H.BANNA“When I lose the reasons to live, I shall die. Life has a
purpose in itself and on its own. It becomes visible once life has lost all its outer sense: youth,
beauty, health, freedom. We then see that the beauty of life is not in these desirable yet
impermanent values, but rather in life itself! I have no hatred but I do have bitterness.” (Alija
Izetbegović)Alija Izetbegović (1925 – 2003) was a hugely important personality who left a legacy
of ideas, leadership and conflict resolution. Dubbed the ‘wise king’, he was the first President of
Bosnia and Herzegovina. He was an intellectual, a statesman and a leader who guided his
nation out of war and destruction. His intellectual depth, ethical integrity and wise leadership are
unparalleled among modern world political leaders.On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of
the Srebrenica genocide, where on the 11th of July 1995 and in the days that followed more than
8,000 innocent lives, mainly men and boys, were slaughtered in the bloodiest period of the
Bosninan War (1992-1995) and with the rise of racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and
Islamophobia in many parts of the world, re-connecting with the legacy and works of Alija
Izetbegović’s life will guide us through lessons of history in resisting hatred and bigotry and
pursuing the path of freedom, equality and justice for all. Humans have the potential to do
immense good and also have the capacity to unleash much evil and harm. Izetbegović’s greatest
legacy for me is how a man strove for the dignity and freedom of his people but never lost sight
of the ethical and moral imperative. He reminded his nation: “We won’t seek our future in the
past. We won’t run after grudge and revenge.”He was an embodiment of the best of the East and
the West and sought to carve a middle ground of mutual recognition, co-operation and self-
criticism. There was a critical sense of detachment in his methodological approach. In the West,
he defended Islam; in Muslim countries, he defended the West. In the West, he was an
easterner; in the East, a westerner – but in both, he was a Muslim.His intellectual legacy is of
paramount significance for those navigating faith paradigms and religious belief in the modern
era. Izetbegović criticizes the “all-encompassing dualism” of the human world, exemplified by the
“insurmountable” conflicts between spirit and body, and religion and science. Exploring man’s
capability to overcome this contradiction, he finds that Islam dictates first the understanding and
acceptance of this “primeval” dualism of the world, and then to overcome it: “Islam means the
call to create a man harmonious in his soul and body and a society whose laws and socio-
political institutions will maintain and not violate this harmony.” Izetbegović argues that Islam is,
and should be, a “permanent searching through history” for a state of “inward and outward
balance.”Reflecting on Izetbegović’s statesmanship, the former leader of the British political



party, the Liberal Democrats, Lord Ashdown who was involved in the peace negotiations
writes:“I first met Alija Izetbegović in July 1992. I met him regularly during the war years,
frequently in the shell-battered presidency building in Sarajevo. Since May 2002, when I began
my work as the International Community’s High Representative for Bosnia-Herzegovina, I have
asked him for help as one of the key figures in this country’s fitful reconstruction. That request
was never denied. We did not always agree, but I know that he was committed to the peaceful
reconstruction of a Bosnia-Herzegovina which could be part of Europe and in which all its
citizens could feel at home.He was tough, scholarly and serious. He lived a simple life and he
had little of the opportunistic charm or coarse joviality that are hallmarks of political operators in
the Balkans and elsewhere.Izetbegović, of all the leaders I dealt with during the war, was a man
who conveyed only angst when confronted by the tragedy of conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina - he
was devoid of the cynicism or vanity that marked other war leaders. History will no doubt say that
not all his decisions were right, but more than anybody else he was responsible for the fact that
Bosnia-Herzegovina survived.”A sense of mission clearly drove Izetbegović: “I would sacrifice
peace in order to win sovereignty for Bosnia,” he said early in his presidency, “but for that peace
in Bosnia, I would not sacrifice sovereignty.”Through his ideas, he addressed not only the
Muslims in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but across the world. He is the author of several books,
most notably Islam Between East and West, Memoirs and My Escape to Freedom, also
published as Notes from Prison.
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